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It's back—and it is time to keep moving your AutoCAD MEP software to places you have never been 

before. This fast-paced class will cover powerful new features of AutoCAD MEP 2013 and move into 

maximizing your project and drawing templates. We will present an overview of new content features and 

cover working with Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)

take a breath, get ahead of the competition, walk away with the latest version of my template

supercharged! 
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Introduction 
 

AutoCAD MEP is the old man in the room when it comes to 3D modeling in the MEP world. And 

it’s still one of my favorites, with an ever-improving set of tools that make the move to BIM 

easier than ever. But as the industry progress into the 3D world, we really need to learn how to 

get our content made quickly – whether it’s a custom model, or content provided by a 

manufacturer. This session will take us from the part to the catalog, so let’s get rolling! 

The New Display, Scheduling, Layout, and Interoperability Features 
 

Autodesk continues to make improvements that make life easier for the MEP user. For 2013, 

the ones I’m excited about include how layer keys and transparency are improved for displays; 

the new grouping and exporting tools for schedules; improvements to duct system routing 

preferences and fitting replacements; and finally – a new universal connector! In this lesson, 

we’ll take a quick look at these important improvements. 

Display Enhancements 

First up, Autodesk changed how transparency is applied to objects. In my current drawing, I 

have several ducts and lights placed: 
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Right now the duct color is determined by the layer settings. You can use the Display Manager 

to browse to Representations by Object, and select Duct. Once Duct is selected, you edit the 

Plan representation for the duct contour: 

 

Set the transparency to 50% and you get this result: 

 

 

The duct lines are noticeably lighter. You can apply the same settings to a model view. Here’s 

the default view: 
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From Display Manager, select the transparency for the Duct Contour for the Model plan 

representation to 70%: 

 

And now even in shaded view, the duct is now transparent: 
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This is a great tool for visual coordination, as it provides a clearer view of the objects. You can 

also set transparency of objects from the Home tab: 

 

This tool will edit a selected object, and assign transparency directly. If the layer an object is 

placed on has transparency assigned to it, you can set the object to use the layer’s settings as 

the default 

Layer Key Style Settings 

Next up are the new layer key controls for systems and styles. In the past, you had to edit a 

style to adjust the layer an object is placed on. AutoCAD MEP adds direct layer key settings in a 

few more locations. From the Display Manager, browse under Representations by object, and 

select the Duct definition. Select the Plan representation: 
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For the Contour, double click on the Layer Key. You can assign a specific layer key for all duct, 

and add overrides as needed. These can also be applied down to the object level. If you select 

an object, such as a light fixture, you can use the Edit System Style tool to change it there as 

well: 
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When you select the style, you edit all examples of devices that are assigned to that style: 

 

It’s just another tool that you can use to control your styles…and display! 

Schedule Grouping 

This was always a little bit of a pain – some schedules we produced needed to be broken down 

by a group, such as by level or room. Graphically, there wasn’t a pretty way to do this – until 

now. Let’s take a look at how I would group a light fixture schedule. 

The current schedule includes both style and object specific properties: 

 

I want to sort it by light type, so select the schedule. Once it’s picked, select the Edit Style tool: 
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Once the dialog opens, select the Sorting/Grouping tab. Pick Add, and then pick the Light 

Styles:Type property set definition: 

 

The first rule is applied. You can add property sets as needed to create a more segregated list: 

 

Select OK to apply the changes and see what happens: 
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The table is now sorted by the type – but we want a better look. Pick the schedule table, and 

then edit the style. Pick the Group option: 

 

Select OK. The types are now in one combined cell: 
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Edit the style again, and pick the columns tab. Select the Include Quantity Column option: 

 

Select OK. The  schedule now only displays the quantity of each type, and not individual values 

– but if any one value varies, such as the key symbol, an extra line is added: 
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Edit the style again. From the Sorting/Group tab, the Group Separation tool is now active, since 

we turned the group feature on. Pick the Group Separation option, and set it to Blank Row: 

 

Select OK. A blank row is placed between each type, since that’s the controlling item in the sort 

order: 
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You can edit the text, outlines, inside lines and more to make the schedule look more formal. 

Set this up in your template, and you’ll get your schedules completed faster! 

Duct Preferences and Fittings 

Autodesk added a few cool features for 2013, that make the creation of duct layouts much 

faster. Let’s take a look at changes to duct preferences, and new the replace fitting tool. 

Start by opening the Style Manager, and locate Duct Part Routing Preferences. There has been 

a similar tool for piping for a while, so now duct has the same behavior. When you select a style, 

you can assign default values for all fittings, based on shape and size: 

 

If you want to change the default type of fitting for all duct layouts, such as the rectangular 

elbow, select it from the list: 
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Select OK. Next, we’ll add a duct. When adding duct, always check the properties palette. Since 

we edited the Standard style, a 1W smooth radius duct elbow should be placed: 

 

Again, when you change the preferences, it only changes duct you place from that point 

forward. Let’s add a few more segments and change the style: 
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To change the run to flanged fittings with mitered elbows, select one segment of duct. Right 

click and pick Modify Run: 
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Select the option to change the routing preference, and then change it to Generic Flanged. Pick 

OK: 

 

And just like that all the fittings are replaced. 

If you want to override the fittings, but not change the style, select one of the fittings. From the 

ribbon, select the Replace Fitting tool: 
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Next, check out the command line – you can change this to a tee, or place a different type of 

elbow: 

 

Press Enter to change the default and replace the elbow. Pick the smooth radius 1W elbow: 

 

Select OK. The one elbow is changed: 
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You can also select more than one fitting at a time and replace them all at once. 

So, don’t get too depressed if your engineer changes their mind – you can make these 

corrections quickly and easily now! 

And Finally…the Universal Connector! 

To make AutoCAD MEP work better with Civil 3D, Autodesk added a universal connector. This 

object can be added to any pipe, so let’s see how this works. In the current drawing, I’ve got a 

waste pipe coming out from the bathrooms, that will need to be connected to the yard piping in 

Civil 3D: 

 

From the Insert tab on the ribbon, select the Add Data tool on the Basic Connector panel: 
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Select the end of the pipe, and the connector is added. The program will immediately ask you to 

select the connector to edit, so pick it: 

 

The Connection Point Editor will now appear. You can change the units, and size, but the 

connector should pick this up from the pipe. Select End Type to specify the connection type: 

 

Once this is set, click OK.  
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And that’s all there is to it – when the building is reference into a civil 3D drawing or another 

AutoCAD MEP drawing, you can start the pipe command, and connect to the pipe. The 

properties will be available based on the settings you defined. 

Now, if we could just get this to work with Revit…nice! 
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Tips for Managing your Project and Drawing Templates 
 
One of the most critical components of AutoCAD MEP is the templates used to created 

drawings and projects. You may have already customized one for basic AutoCAD in the past. 

The customizations may have included text and dimension styles, layers and more. AutoCAD 

MEP, with its styles and preferences, can add even more into the templates. But you don’t want 

to get carried away – too much content in the file, and you start off with a very slower drawing. 

In this session, we’ll take a look at some common-sense ideas to make this work for you. 

System Definitions and Styles 

In this section, let’s take an overview of system definitions and layer key styles. By default, the 

AECB Model templates include a series of examples for system definitions, and the associated 

layer key settings. In AutoCAD MEP, the system definition sets the layer that the part is placed 

on, so a user defines a system whenever they’re creating a part. 

Here’s the fun part – the out-of-the-box templates include over 1400 layer key settings, including 

over 300 for electrical alone. Most users don’t have that many layers, so let’s look at how we 

can trim this list down. 

For most parts, items may have a common layer setting for the discipline designator and major 

categories (i.e. M is the discipline designator for Mechanical, and Duct is the major segment for 

duct of the layer name, which follows the national CAD standard). The layer key styles are 

located in the style manager tool, under the Multi-purpose category. If we review the default 

layer key style, you’ll find that there are several layer keys for ducts: 

 

In some cases, it’s good idea to have separate layer keys – but 1400…really? Notice how the 

color, linetype and lineweight are all the same for supply air duct. So, to simply your layer key 

style, you can start by having one general layer key for most parts – choose the Add button to 

create a new key: 
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Or, you can use a key that’s already defined, such as the M-SY-DUCT-SUPPLY key. Now that 

we have a common key, let’s look at how we can use this to edit how the system definition uses 

the layer settings. 

 

From the style manager, change to the HVAC objects section, and choose Duct System 

Definitions: 

 

The layer key is set on the design tab. Compare the different definitions, and note how some 

use the general layer key, but can use a Layer Field Override to set minor or status values: 
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So, the tip for this section is be consistent – use a common layer key when the layer color, 

linetype and lineweight are all the same, and the only difference is the options layer extensions. 

Remove any keys from the layer key style (always work from a copy!!!) so the database is 

easier to follow and edit. Make these changes in both your base template and sheet template 

for consistency, and you’ll find that keeping up with layers and keys is much easier! 

Connector Styles 

A new feature for templates, AutoCAD MEP now includes the ability control how MEP 

connections are made. The Connector Styles allow you to set rules for cable tray, conduit, 

electrical, HVAC, piping and schematic line connections. You can edit these in the Style 

Manager: 
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If you are trying to connect two pipe segments, normally you want to make sure that the items 

are the same size. But you can add rules and control the options. For example, you can tell the 

System Connection to always connect – so even if they items are two different systems, a 

connection will be made. Never connect blocks a connect based on mismatches in a rule, and 

test for connection provides a prompt. 

For example, a piping connector style can apply these rules: 

 

But the electrical connection only applies these rules: 
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Edit these as needed to get the behavior you want – but do it in the template, so all new 

drawings will already contain these settings. 

Property Set Definitions and Data Format Styles 

Here’s a big tip – Autodesk provides a series of style files with the program, that are located in 

the C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\MEP 2013\enu\Styles\Imperial (or the metric versions) folder. 

There are a series of drawing files that contain predefined schedules and tags, that use property 

set definitions that are also located in the file. I’d recommend reviewing these files first, and 

importing schedules as starting points: 
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Mechanical Equipment Tags & Schedules (US Imperial).dwg 

Default Schedules include:  
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These are the default property set definitions in this template: 
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Electrical Schedules and Tags: 

This list includes all property set definitions and schedules: 
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Electrical Schedules and Tags: 

This list includes all property set definitions and schedules: 
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While there are more style based standards, I would recommend reviewing the items in these 

files first, then added them to your default template. While I’m not a big advocate of adding 

symbols to a template (for example, a default light fixture device style), it’s a better idea to add 

the data and schedules. Property set definitions are easily added directly to objects and styles. 

Once added, they can be edited at the schedule or part properties. 

Get your data up in your template – you’ll be glad you did! 
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Adding and Editing Symbols and Annotation Planes 
 

Working in 3D gives you the advantage of seeing your design from different viewpoints. IT also 

helps to create section and elevation views automatically.  AutoCAD MEP 2013 includes a new 

feature that makes the engineering models provide clearer detail levels for specific parts. This 

feature is the ability to add front and left side working planes, and create custom 2D schematic 

symbols. Let’s take a look at how this works. 

 

Start a new drawing from the AECB Model template. On the ribbon, Manage Tab, MEP Content 

Panel, select the Content Builder tool.  

 

 
 

We’re going to edit an existing valve, and add the graphic symbol to the front view of the model.  

 

When the dialog opens, make sure the Part Domain is set to Multi-View Part. Under the 

Mechanical Equipment section, browse to valves; expand the section, and then select Gate 

Valves. One note: look for the symbol that has three arrows pointing to a box. This indicates that 

the part is a block-based part. 
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 Select the Gate Valve-Butt-Welded-Class 150 part. Click the Modify Part Size icon to 

continue. 

 

The file will be opened, and the Content Builder dialog will appear. The default view is for a 

plan view, so let’s take a look at how the current plan symbol is displayed. On the dialog, 

expand the Modeling section, and then expand the Symbol and Annotation Plane section.  
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Expand the Top Symbol Plane. You’ll see two categories: 

 

 
 

• Parametric Graphics allows you to create your own 2D symbol, and leverage the 
existing model to define your part. 

• Design Blocks allows you to import a 2D Symbol block and lets it be used to 
represent the part in the plan, or in the front or left view planes. 

 

To add our own symbol, the first important step is to turn on the workplane. Right-click on 

Top Symbol Plane, and click Visible.  

 

 
 

 

This will show the working plane. Use the view cube see where the plane is located in the 

model: 
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As an example, let’s check out the existing 2D geometry. Expand the Geometry section and 

then right-click on the first Line 2D. Click Visible to turn this on.  

 

 
 

To see the rest of the parts, repeat the steps for all of the lines and points. Note how the 

icon becomes bold as the line or point is made visible: 
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This displays the linework that is used when the view is set to the top plane, which is where 

plan views are displayed. Our next step would be to turn on the Front Symbol plane and use 

it to define a symbol for that point of view.  

Right-click on the Symbol and Annotation Plane. Click Add Front Symbol Plane: 

 

 
 

Once the plane is created, right-click on the new plane, and then click Visible to turn it on.  

 

 
 

Once it’s visible, you can change to the front view.  
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Zoom into the view so you can see what you’re adding. 

 

 
In order to link the geometry from the model to the symbol, you need to create Coincident 

Points. These points link the symbol lines you create to the size of the model. The quick way 

to create the reference points needed to link the new linework to the model is to use the 
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Projected Geometry tool. Right-click on Parametric Graphics, and then click Add Geometry. 

Once the section expands, select the Project Geometry… tool: 

 

 
 

You’ll be prompted to select a modifier – this is the body of the valve. Pick the shape; as you 

move your mouse around the body, you’ll see a green preview line, which indicates which 

edge is being used to create the line and points. Select the bottom of the body: 

 

 
 

The line and points will be created. 

 

Repeat this tool by right-clicking in the view, and selecting the Repeat ADDCOLPROJGEOM 

tool.  
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Select the two lines on either side of the top of the valve body, as shown here. Once you’ve 

added all three lines, you’ll have the points you need; and they are automatically 

constrained to the 3D model. 
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Next, right-click on Parametric Graphics under the Front symbol Plane, and then click Add 

Geometry. Select the Line… tool. Using the points as snap points, draw the four lines as 

shown to create the symbol.  

 

 
Make sure you have the Ortho tool turned off. The linework will be created similar to a 

polyline. When finished, press ENTER to complete the command. 

 

 
You can delete any lines or points that aren’t needed to create the symbol, so delete the 

highlighted below. Pick each segment or point and then use the DEL key to remove them. 
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The remaining points that constrain the lines to the model can be turned off. By the way, 

don’t delete these; the symbol will not work correctly if you remove them from the model. To 

hide them, expand the Geometry section and then right-click on each point. Deselect the 

Visible option, and the point will be turned off. Notice that these are fixed, which means they 

are properly constrained to the model. 

 

 
 

The symbol is ready to use, but you aren’t finished yet. On the Content Builder dialog, select 

the Validate tool.  
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If there are any errors in the model, they will show up here. Make sure the check mark is 

green, and your model is correctly defined. Select the Options tool.  

 

 
 

Make sure the following options are checked: 

 

 
 

• Migrate-able Part Flag – so you can upgrade this to new releases; 

• Custom Sizing Flag – so you can add custom sizes 
 

A new feature in AutoCAD MEP lets you assign the layer key style from this dialog. Previously, 

you had to edit this setting with the Catalog Editor. Make sure the Display symbol in Plan View 

is deselected, so the new symbol does not appear from the top view. 

 

You’ve finished the task now and properly defined the symbol. Close the Content Builder dialog, 

saving the changes when prompted. You can now load the valve into a drawing, and test it to 

make sure it works. Use this tool to get the construction documents looking the way you want! 
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Advantages and Limits of IFC-Exported Files  
 

Now that we’ve covered content and templates tips, and the hot new features, let’s wrap up by 

reviewing the IFC capabilities. IFC stands for Industry Foundation Class, and it’s a file format 

that is universally shared between CAD platforms. The intent is that an object in a program like 

AutoCAD MEP can be converted into the same type of object in Revit, or other BIM 

applications. 

 

In order for an object to be exported to IFC, it has to have an object classification assigned. To 

look at the default styles go to ProgramData\Autodesk\MEP 2013\enu\Styles directory and open 

the IfcShareBldgElements (MEP).dwg file. 

In the style manager, look at the classification definitions under Multi-purpose objects. IFC 

properties can be assigned to these objects: 

 

Once the items are selected, the classifications tab lists the information associated with an MEP 

object that will be exported: 
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To use these in a file, and assign them to MEP objects, you have to copy them into your current 

drawing. Use copy and paste in the style manager to add both classification definitions to the 

current drawing: 
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Select OK to exit the style manager. Now that they’re in the drawing, you can edit the properties 

of objects to assign the classification. I’ll grab the ductwork, and then go to the properties 

palette: 
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For most other parts, IFC Type Classifications are mapped to MvPart Objects (such as 

equipment, panels, and devices) automatically. This classification is added in the Autodesk 

Catalog Editor by default. You can modify this classification or add more classifications to the 

content library in the Autodesk Catalog Editor.  

Once you’ve added the correct classifications to MEP objects, review the IFC export settings. 

From the application menu, select the Export tool, and then select IFC. The options are located 

on the export dialog: 
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The object tab lists all objects that loaded into a drawing – you can choose to add or remove 

objects as needed: 

 

The view tab shows the name of the view that will be created, when imported in other 

applications such as Revit: 
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After you review the options, you can run the export. The IFC file is created in the project folder. 

To test this, I’m going to open the file in Revit. Before doing this, open the IFC Import options on 

the Application menu, under Open: 

 

Before importing an IFC file, you need to go through and map IFC class names to Categories 

and sub-categories. This tells the MEP object what is used to control its display in Revit.  
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TIP: I’ve saved a copy of the text file mappings for this class, which should be available online 

under the course materials. 

 

Once the IFC file is imported, it will appear something like this: 

 

The imported objects take on most of the characteristics of the equivalent objects in Revit. You 

may need to check IFC mappings in both the AutoCAD MEP file and the Revit file during this 

process, but this represents a major leap in compatibility between the applications. 

Be aware that imported objects may not completely take on the behavior of a normal duct. For 

example, the duct is treat like a duct with properties assigned, but it does not include the 

connection, system or sizing behavior. You have to add a connector to attach duct to it. 

I don’t care what anybody says…this is really cool… 
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 Conclusion 
 

Taking the time to get AutoCAD MEP setup and customized the way you want isn’t that difficult 

once you learn the fast way to do things. Hopefully these tips will help you integrate the program 

more tightly into your design process. If you want to learn more about how AutoCAD MEP 

works, checkout the training videos I produced from 4D Technologies at 

www.CADLearning.com. 

For more tips and trick, you can also check out to my blog, The MEP BIM Engineer, at 

http://mep-cad.blogspot.com. 

Thanks for attending! 


